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Notes to Catalogue 110
It has been 6 months since I did one of these NEW ACQUISITIONS catalogues and I constantly get
requests for such offereings, so here is another. This catalogue is full of Churchill material you won’t find
elsewhere or will have to pay big money.
To start, items 1-21 present a nice selection of medals, ingots and similar metallic items
Items 22-43: I recently acquired a number of books that had originally been inscribed by their respective
authors to Winston Churchill. These came via the estate of Bill Deakin, one of the principal assistants in
the writing of THE SECOND WORLD WAR. Deakin was given these in the 40’s and 50’s, so they do
not have the bookplates which Randolph affixed after Winston’s death.
There are only a few book offereings here, and unusual items they are. I now believe I have in stock
every book length work in English by or about Churchill published through 1999. All are now listed at
wscbooks.com with colour pictures. If there is a book you want and can’t find, let me know.
We have no plans to stop making paper catalogues. The following are planned for the remainder of 2005:
1. Limited circulation catalogue of newly acquired scarce books about Churchill
2. Fine First editions
3. The annual Holiday gift catalogue
Orders can be placed by phone, email, or post. Email and phone are best as they still get through even
if I am away. Please note new email address. Do not send payment with order, as availability needs to be
confirmed.
Shipping is free to USA or UK addresses for all orders over $50.00
Payment can be by check in US’s, Sterling cheque, or by Visa or Mastercard. For credit card orders,
please provide card number, expiry date. , and the three extra digits on the back by the signature. Credit
card details can also be sent securely vis www.wscbooks.com. Just place an order for any book and send
the details via the secure server, then just tell me what you really want.
Your satisfaction is important. Any item may be returned within 7 days for any or no reason.

www.wscbooks.com
•
•
•
•

2000 books by or about Churchill, all with picture
previous paper catalogues to download
secure online ordering
lots more to come
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Cased set of 4 Churchill Medals by
Pinches
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Cased pair of gold plaques of 1965
Churchill stamps

. . A set of 4 large medals in bronze. Emitted in 1970 by
John Pinches Ltd. to commemorate the 25th anniversary of
peace in Europe. Medals designed by David Cornell. A
total of 854 sets issued in various metals, this being no. 173
of 300 in bronze, and stamped on edges. Each medal 44
mm dia. See Engstrom 88-91. In fitted lined case, with
certificate, care instructions. $200.00

. . These ingots were issued in 1965 by Metalimport Ltd.
of London. They are full size replicas of the two
commemorative stamps issued by the UK in 1965, made
from 18 carat gold. The edges simulate the perforations on
stamps. Total weight is 40 grams. The medals are stamped
with serial nos. on the reverse. The pair comes in a silk
and velvet lined case, 7.5 x 4 inches with certificate and a
first day cover with the actual stamps. $550.00

2

7

Cased pair of Atlantic Charter silver
medals

Churchill Early Years Medals

. . A lovely pair of large 60 mm (2.36 inches) silver medals
issued in 1966 to mark the 25th Anniversary of the
Atlantic Charter. The medals were designed by Michael
Rizzello, produced by Pinches mint and sold by the
Mayfair Gold Medal centre. One shows Churchill seated
in a chair on the ship's deck, the other has Roosevelt. Both
have the same reverse showing HMS Prince of Wales.
Supplied in a fitted velvet lined case 7.5 x 4.5 inches with
certificate. Medals are number 288 of 1000. See Engstrom
67, Hall p. 94. $150.00

NA. American Express. Sumptuous leather presentation
folio containing eight proof medals in Vermeil ( gold plated
silver) showing various aspects of young Churchill’s life
with descriptive text on reverse. Each medal is 45 mm
diameter and weighs 720 grains. The 8 medals are housed
in a 9 mm thick clear plastic housing 8 x 11.75 inches
which slips into a custom leather folder. There is a cloth
protective sleeve which slides over the plastic holder. The
orange leather folder has two flaps which open out. This
was produced by American Express. A very upmarket
commemorative issued in 1975. $120.00
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Churchill Memorial Medal

Cased set of 4 silver Churchill teaspoons

. . This medal is 65mm in diameter, made of bronze. This
medal was issued in 1967 by Slade, Hampton & Son Ltd.,
London. The artist was Geoffrey Colley. Issued in a
numbered edition of 500. The reverse shows the Houses of
Parliament. See Engstrom 74. This is no. 243 and comes
in a fitted 4 inch square blue velvet case. $90.00

. . The blue leatherette case is 5.75 x 4.5 inches and has a
white satin padded lining to top. Below are 4 clips that
hold 4 silver spoons with a Churchill "coin" in the handle
of each. Two of the four are more like shovels than spoons.
There are no hallmarks or indication of maker. See Hall p.
161. $60.00
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Silver medal for Churchill's retirement
1955

John Taylor silver Churchill Memorial
Medal

. . This is a scarce medal emitted by The Conservative
association in 1955 to mark Churchill's retirement from
the Premiership. It was done in both bronze and silver.
This is the silver medal. It is 37 mm diameter, 23.5 grams.
Quantities unknown but the silver must be scarce, I have
not seen one previously. see Engstrom 18 Medal has some
tarnish, comes in a fitted case 2.5 inches square. $200.00

. . This Sterling silver medal was designed by Wieslaw
Antoni Pater and issued by John Taylor Silversmiths of
London in 1965. The obverse has the same portrait used
on the Toye Kenning medal, but a new reverse was used
here. 38 mm diameter, hallmarked, satin finish, 1000
produced, not numbered. Supplied in a clear plastic case.
$50.00

5
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Cased pair of gold medals for Churchill's
90th Birthday 1964

. . Here is a beautiful pair of .900 (22 carat) gold coins
minted by the Austrian Mint in 1964. The obverse shows
a head of Churchill, the reverse a lion rampant holding a
Union Jack. The artist was Christopher Ironside. Sizes are
32 and 20 mm, total weight is 21 grams. Superb bright
finish in velvet lined case. $350.00

1

Bronze Churchill memorial Medal by
Seaby

. . This large 50 mm medal was made using the 1945
design (see Engstrom 12) but with the date of death added.
The artist was Loewental, issued by B.A. Seaby Ltd. of
London. Comes in a nice blue velvet lined box of what
looks like real leather. See Engstrom 35 and Hall p. 95.
$80.00
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Isle of Man Five Pound Coin of Churchill
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Garrard sterling silver bon-bon dish

. . This coin is legal tender on the Isle of Man. It was
minted in 1995. 36 mm diameter, non precious metal. It
marks the 50th anniversary of the end of World War II.
Clean uncirculated example. $20.00

. . This lovely piece was part of a Churchill centenary
collection issued by Garrard, the Crown jewelers, in 1974.
Designed by John Spencer-Churchill and Alex Stiles.
made of hallmarked silver, the dish is 5.25 inches in
diameter, 1.25 inches deep, with a medal like relief portrait
in the center which appears to be gold plated. This is no.
27 of a limited edition of only 100. See Hall p. 141.
$450.00
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Cased pair of silver medals by Gregory &
Co. 1965

Gilt on silver Churchill Centenary Medals
set of 24 in binder

. . These sterling silver medals were designed by Frank
Kovacs and produced by Gegory & Co. of London. The
medals are 57 and 39 mm diameter, hallmarked, with serial
no. 1049 stamped on edges. Comes in a fitted leatherette
case with blue velvet lining and certificate of limitation (
5000 total, 2000 in cased pairs). See Engstrom 45. Do not
confuse with the similar centenary issue of 1974. $125.00

. . This impressive set of medals was produced in 1974 by
John Pinches Mint on behalf of the Churchill centenary
Trust. Each medal depicts an event in Churchill's life with
a small text explaining it. The medals have a brilliant
proof-like finish and each is sealed in a plastic capsule,
which are held 6 to a page in a 9 x 12 inch leatherette
album. This set in gold plate on Sterling silver with
certificate of authenticity. $300.00

13
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Large spink silver Memorial Medal 1965

Silver Churchill Centenary Medals set of
24 in binder

. . This has to be one of the top 5 medal designs. the
obverse features a Frank Kovacs portrait of Churchill
derived from Karsh with books and paintbrushes behind.
The reverse is based on the famous David Low cartoon
"very well, ALONE". The medal is hallmarked sterling
silver, 56 mm diameter, weighing 81 grams. Comes in a
fitted case. Some tarnish to the silver. $150.00

. . This impressive set of medals was produced in 1974 by
John Pinches Mint on behalf of the Churchill centenary
Trust. Each medal depicts an event in Churchill's life with
a small text explaining it. The medals have a brilliant
proof-like finish and each is sealed in a plastic capsule,
which are held 6 to a page in a 9 x 12 inch leatherette
album. This set in solid Sterling silver with certificate of
authenticity. $250.00
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Fulton Speech Memorial medal in bronze

The Churchill Years ingots Pobjoy wood
case

. . This medal features a portrait of Churchill on the
obverse and the Wren Churchill at Westminster College
on the reverse. 40 mm diameter. Struck by the US Mint in
Philadelphia so has a small letter P on the obverse. See
Engstrom 86. $45.00

. . A set of commemorative ingots issued by the Pobjoy
Mint entitled The Churchill Years. Consists of 12
rectangular ingots 1 x 2 inches , 53 g each, 22 ct gold
plated on hallmarked solid sterling silver, plus a 38 mm dia
medal. All in red velvet lined fitted wood case 11 x 7
inches. This is set no. 804, with certificate. $350.00
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Sterling Silver dish with Churchill crown

. . This dish is made of hallmarked sterling and has the
signature of Lady Churchill engraved in it. The crown
coin appears to have been silver plated. This was a
numbered edition and this is no. 765, stamped on bottom
and also on personalized certificate. Issued by The Library
of Imperial History in 1974. The dish is 4 inch diameter,
depth about 3/4 inch. Supplied in its original fitted case.
$125.00

Churchill Centenary medal by Nordon

. . A scarce medal issued by the now defunct Nordon Art
Co. of Southampton. It is 50 mm (about 2 inches)
diameter, shiny proof like background. The artist is Norros
for the portrait on obverse. the reverse has the mottos from
the WW2 books around edge, and 13 lines of text in
central field. Comes in fitted blue card box with company
details on lid. $80.00

2
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cased pair of Churchill crowns
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Churchill’s inscribed copy of Ephesian’s
biography of him

. . .Here is a nice red leatherette case 4.5 3.25 inches with
fitted blue velvet interior to hold a pair of Churchill
crowns. Despite what sellers on ebay say, these coins are
not scarce, but this is the first I have seen of this particular
display case. $20.00

Ephesian (Bechofer Roberts). London, Hutchinson, 1940,
reprint. This is a wartime reprint of the 1927 bio by
Ephesian. This copy inscribed on free endpaper "To The
Right Hon. Winston S. Churchill with the author's
compliments 10.7.40" Book is VG with some spotting on
the spine, no dj. $500.00

22
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Churchill’s copy of Lord Haw-Haw of
Zeesen

Recent Revelations of European
Diplomacy (Churchill's signed copy)

Barrington, Jonah and Fenwick (illustrator). London,
Hutchinson, nd(1939). A satirical biography of Germany's
infamous English language radio announcer, illustrated
with cartoons and caricatures by Ian Fenwick. This is
Churchill's copy, inscribed on the free endpaper "To Mr.
Winston Churchill, with best wishes for a successful New
Year- from the artist, Ian Fenwick, Dec. 1939". Please note
that was inscribed whilst Churchill was still at the
Admiralty. Fenwick later died heroically behind enemy
lines. Book is near fine in a soiled worn dustwrapper with
Fenwick drawing on cover. $550.00

Gooch, G.P. . London, Longmans, 1930. This copy from
the estate of Churchill's research assistant Bill Deakin. In
pencil on the free endpaper "Lent by Winston S.
Churchill 8.5.1930." Blue cloth, 4th impression, gilt
bright. $1750.00

23
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The Army Air Forces in World War II,
vol 2 Europe: Torch to Pointblank

Churchill’s copy of Le Drama de
Dunkerque (Mai-Juin 1940)

Craven & Cate. Univ. of Chicago Press, 1949, 1st
edition.. This is the 2nd of 7 volumes in this set, the
Official History of the US Army Air Forces. The set is
the standard work on the subject and was later reprinted by
the USAF. Craven and Cate were the editors. This copy
inscribed on the half title 'The Honorable Winston
Churchill sincerely Wilfred J. Paul, Albert F. Simpson"
These two are the actual authors named on the title page.
Laid in is a presentation card from the Air Historical
Group. I also have the full 7 volume set if anyone is
interested. Book near fine, but no dj. $450.00

Armengaud, General J.. Paris, Plon, 1948. This book
about the Dunkirk evacuation is written by a French
general who has inscribed it to Churchill on the free
endpaper with a long 9 line message, which I am unable to
translate in whole but the phrase "principal artisan de la
victoire" says enough. The book is a typical 1940's French
production in cheap aper that is now well browned and
paper covers with wear. The gatherings have never been cut
open, so Churchill must have decided not to practice his
French with this book. $400.00

24
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Churchill’s copy of Le Débarquement du 8
Novembre 1942 en Afrique du Nord

Churchill’s 73rd Birthday presentation
copy of Thoughts on the Constitution

Barjot, Pierre. Paris, De Gigord, nd (1947). A special copy
of this French language book about the 1942 landings in
North Africa. Inscribed to Churchill by the author on the
first leaf with a lengthy 10 line inscription in French. This
is a scarce title with only one copy on the main French
internet site. VG+ in colourful paper covers. $250.00

Amery, Rt. Hon. L.S.. London, OUP, 1947, 1st edition. .
The book itself is of little consequence, but the inscription
on the free endpaper reads "To Winston Churchill
Governor of a fine constitution of his own which will, I
hope, sustain him in health and fighting form for many
years to come. Leo Amery 30.xi.47". Leo Amery is
probably top of the seniority list of long time political
chums of Churchill, having been at Harrow with him, and
many years as MP and various cabinet posts. Please not
that the date is Churchill's 73rd Birthday. Amery at the
time was also 73. Amery will go down in history for his
1940 Commons challenge to Chamberlain "In the name of
God, GO!" VG+ in browned dustwrapper. $800.00

25
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Churchill’s copy of The Road to Glory

Austin, F. Britten. London, Eyre & Spottiswoode, nd
(1935-1940). This novel is about Napoleon's Italian
Campaign, a subject which would certainly interest WSC,
This copy inscribed on free endpaper "The Right Hon.
Winston S. Churchill from FBA (initials scrawled)" This
copy worn with a crack at head of spine. No dj. $150.00

Churchill's inscribed copy of Vanquish
the Angel

Gillon, Diana and Meir. Constable, London, 1955, 1st
edition. This comes with good provenance from Chartwell.
Inscribed on the free endpaper "As a humble gift to a giant
of our age, Diana Gillon, Meir Gillon, March 12 1955".
The book itself is a fine copy in worn dj of a 1950's
romance novel. But the inscription to Churchill by both
authors makes it special $175.00

3
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Churchill’s copy of P.C. du Général
1940-1945
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Churchill’s copy of Liberté, Liberté. Chérie

Barbey, Bernard. Paris, Les Éditions de la Colonne
Vendome, 1947. This copy inscribed on the half title page
to Churchill with a 6 line inscription in French. Text is
in French, typical French book in plain card covers.
$250.00

Mendes-France, Pierre. New York, Didier, 1949. Inscribed
by the author to Churchill with a 7 line inscription in
French, signed and dated mars 1949. Mendes-France was
an important French politician who later became Prime
Minister in 1954-55. So we have an inscription from one
future PM to another. Although published in New York,
text is in French and book is typical French style with
plain card covers, some wear and browning. $400.00

32
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Churchill’s copy of The MacArthur I
know

Churchill’s copy of Politique Française
1919-1940

Kenney, General George C.. New York, Duelll Slaon &
Pierce, 1951, 1st edition. . A special copy of this bio,
inscribed to Churchill on the free endpapr "To The Hon.
Winston Churchill another of the young men I admire
along with Douglas MacArthur and Bernard Baruch. with
sincere regards and best wished. George C. Kinney Gen.
USAF." It is interesting that Kinney's middle initial stands
for Churchill. He was a decorated pilot in WW1 and rose
to command the air forces in the Southwest Pacific in
WW2. Fine copy in dustwrapper with some minor edge
wear. $400.00

Flandin, Pierre-Étienne. Paris, Les Éditions Nouvelles,
1947. This book in French inscribed to Churchill by the
author on the first leaf. The front cover is torn but all
there. $200.00

33
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Churchill’s copy of Les Mémoires de P.
Reynaud et la Belgique

Churchill’s unreturned copy of The Time
for Decision

Wullus-Rudiger, J.. Bruxelles, 1946. Subtitles Un appel a
W. Churchill etau Gl de Gaulle. Text in French. This
copy very special as it is inscribed to Churchill by the
author " Pour Monsieur Winston S. Churchill, O.M., en
tempoignange de profund respect, J. Wullus Rudiger,
Brixelles, le 30 Mars 1946" In card covers with some
soiling and a creased corner on rear cover. $250.00

Welles, Sumner. NY, Harper, 1944, 1st edition. . This is
Churchill's copy of this book. Laid in is a letter from
Anthony Eden sending the book to Churchill in 1947 to
look at something they had discussed and asking for the
book to be returned, which it never was. This letter
between close colleagues is to My Dear Winston from
Anthony. Sumner Welles was Under Secretary of State for
Roosevelt 1937-1943 and was present at the 1941 Summit
with Churchill at Argentia Bay. Book in VG condition,
no DJ. $250.00
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War or Peace inscribed to Churchill by
John Foster Duller

Churchill’s copy of The Coming of the
First World War

Dulles, John Foster. New York, Macmillan, 1950, 1st
edition. . This copy inscribed to Churchill by Dulles on
the free endpaper "To Honorable Winston S. Churchill
whose greatness provided opportunities that others still
fumble. with the sincere regard of John Foster Dulles
March 31, 1950." Dulles, of course, was US Secretary of
State under Eisenhower. An association like this needs no
further comment. Book is VG+ no dj $800.00

Mansergh, Nicholas. London, Longmans, 1949, 1st
edition. . Subtitles A Study in the European balance
1878-1914. This copy inscribed to Churchill on the free
endpaper "To the Rt. Hon. WAS. Churchill with the
respectful admiration of the author June 1949". Clean VG
copy with no dj. $350.00
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Churchill’s copy of Moscow '41

Werth, Alexander. London, Hamish Hamilton, 1942, 1st
edition. This copy inscribed by the author to Churchill on
the free endpaper "To The Right Honourable Winston
Churchill with the author's deepest regards Alexander
Werth. It seems Werth was a journalist who spoke fluent
Russian having lived there as a child. The Foreign Office
arranged for him to go to Moscow as correspondent for
Reuters. Book VG, no dj. $250.00

Pre war inscribed copy of War at Sea
under Queen Anne 1702-1708

Owen, J.H.. Cambridge University Press, 1938. Here is a
superb example of a pre war dedication to an out of office
Churchill. The inscription from the author on the free
endpaper reads "The Rt. Hon. WAS. Churchill from J.H.
Owen 28 April 1938" Book is crisp, unworn, spine
slightly dulled, no dj. $400.00

4
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Firebrand Fakir (Churchill's copy)
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Churchill 80th Birthday, request for free
advertising.

Harding, Robert. London, Latimer House, nd (1952).
Subtitles Tales of Adventure in India and Afghanistan. An
obscure title by an unknown author, but on a subject
familiar to Churchill. This copy inscribed on the free
endpaper "To Mr. & Mrs. Winston Churchill A Salute
from the author Robert Harding August 1952" Book has
some wear, some light foxing, no dj. $200.00

. . This is a form letter to managing editors soliciting free
advertising space for the Churchill 80th Birthday Fund,
dated October 1954. Also included is some background
material on the fund and a card to request stereos, as they
were called back then. $20.00

42
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RSC's copy of PEARL HARBOR

The Aftermath brand new copy

Morgenstern, George. NY, Devin-Adair, 1947. . Subtitled
The Story of the Secret War. This is Randolph's copy,
signed in pencil on free endpaper "Randolph S. Churchill
1947". There are some lines in margins of passages which
presumably were of interest to RSC. Book VG, no dj.
$75.00

Churchill, Winston S.. . A new edition I have produced
from sheets of The Collected Works. Full text of the first
edition, plus all maps have been redrawn for this edition.
Bound in navy blue cloth with the same blocking in gilt
and blind as the originals from Thornton Butterworth.
Enables completion of sets with a book the same height and
style as originals. New condition. I had 100 of these made
in 1998 and sold out. I have found three more copies. Last
call. $75.00
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Churchill’s copy of The Strange Alliance

MY AFRICAN JOURNEY as originally
serialised in Strand Magazine 1908

Deane, John R.. NY, Viking, 1947. Subtitled The Story of
our efforts at wartime co-operation with Russia. This is
Churchill's copy, inscribed on the free endpaper "To
Winston S. Churchill with devotion from ?? Kennedy
August '47, New York" . Like many of these books, sent to
Churchill, his staff at Chartwell had a tracking system for
acknowledging the gifts. This one unfortunately says in
pencil "Not acked yet". Book clean, spine dull, no dj.
$150.00

Churchill, Winston S.. London, Geo. Newnes, 1908.
Here is a complete set of all 9 issues of STRAND that first
published Churchill's My African Journey in the
March-Nov. 1908 issues. These are all complete individual
issues, not the usually seen bound volumes. Plus, they
come in a matched pair of custom silk Moire lined
clamshell boxes. The last set of these I saw sold for £300 to
a dealer before the bookfair opened 4 years ago and they had
no cases. There is usual edge wear to the magazines.
$750.00
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The famous Arthur Pan print of
Churchill signed by the artis

Wartime silk square

. . Most of you will be familiar with the portrait of
Churchill seated in a leather chair by Professor Arthur
Pan. The image size is about 22 x 17, the paper size about
30 x 25. Signed by the artist in the lower right margin
"With kind friendship Prof. A. Pan". The paper has some
wrinkles and spots and the signature is faded from the sun.
This is clearly NOT a recent print. $500.00

. . A printed silk square, almost certainly wartime. Roughly
12 x 13 inches, pale yellow field, colour portrait of
Churchill in circular centre, surrounded by ships, planes,
tanks, etc. Shown in Smith p. 77. $75.00
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Churchill article in COLLIER'S for
January 14, 1939

. . This issue of Collier’s for 14 January, 1939 includes an
article by Churchill “Let the Tyrant Criminals Bomb”. 3
pages, illustrated. Complete issue, some edge wear and a
darkened strip near spine. Most other Churchill issues also
available. $35.00

5

The World Crisis

Churchill, Winston S.. Toronto, Macmillan, 1931. The
Canadian one volume edition was adapted from the
Scribners edition, and is bound in similar navy cloth. Far
scarcer than either US or UK editions. This copy is worn
with loose binding, wear at spine ends. Contents clean and
unspotted. No dj. Try and fine one of these online. $90.00
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Churchill and Other Poems
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Churchill article in August 1924
COSMOPOLITAN

. . A small eight page pamphlet in blue card covers with
silver titles. Published 1941 privately by the author J.V.L.
Godefroy, of West Meon, Hants. $15.00

. . In this August 1924 issue of Cosmopolitan, is an article
by Churchill “My Dramatic Days with the Kaiser in all his
Glory”, 3 pages, illustrations. This essay was later
published in Thoughts and Adventures. Complete issue
with cover art by Harrison Fisher. Some wear to cover and
spine as usual. Most other Churchill issues also available.
$80.00

52
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The General Strike

Wedgwood Churchill table lighter

Churchill, Winston S.. Lodon, Conservative Party, 1926.
Extracts from Speeches by the Prime Minister and Mr.
Winston Churchill, House of Commons, May 3rd, 1926.
16 pages 5.5 x 8.5 inches. A scarce pamphlet from 1926. I
have not seen this one before. Spine partly split, heavily
foxed. $150.00

NA. Wedgwood Ltd.. Here is a table lighter from
Wedgwood in the familiar blue jasper with two raised busts
of Churchill in white. About 2-3/4 inches in diameter and
height. Some minor signs of wear, not tested. $75.00
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Small transferware Churchill plate 1940’s

Churchill speech in 4 language air drop
leaflet

. . This 4.5 inch plate features a colour transfer of
Churchill and a gold rim, no maker noted. From 1940's.
$12.00

. . This flimsy document has 4 pages each 5 x 8.25 ins, fold
at top. It seems to announce Churchill plans for the
reconstruction of Europe as outlined in his speech of 21
March, 1943 entitled a Four Year Plan. The languages here
are German, French, Dutch, Polish (?). This item has
some wrinkles and edge wear. $30.00
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Be Ye men of Valour, framed portarit and
quote.

The 500 Best English Letters

. . Here is a nice item for your wall. In a white mount are a
7x5 photo of Churchill and an elaborately lettered quote
from his 1940 speech. Overall size about 10 x 12.5 ins.
$75.00

Earl of Birkenhead. London, Cassell, 1931, 1st edition..
edited by the 1st earl of Birkenhead. 960 pages on India
paper, includes that marvelous letter from Winston S.
Churchill to Winston Churchill on the use of their names
1n 1899. Not a scarce book, but this is an exceptional copy
bright complete dustwrapper. $27.00

55
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Framed letter of thanks from Churchill

. . Here is one of the standard thanks you letters from
Churchill. Please note that this has a printed signature,
but is genuine as these were sent out by Churchill's staff.
These are often sold on ebay as real signatures at incredible
prices. Mounted in a medium green border in a gold frame,
overall size just over 9 x 11 inches. $100.00

6

War Speeches 1940-1945

Churchill, Winston S.. Cassell, London, 1946. The first
collected edition of the War Speeches, published as a
paperback only in 1946. It is believed that most copies were
exported. 5.5 x 8.5 inches in pale blue paper wraps with
turn in flaps like a dj over plain paper covers, 271 pages, on
cheap pulpy paper which is usually browned. A very scarce
title. This copy well used. It has lost the top 2 inches of its
spine. The rear cover is present but detached, front cover
complete some browning near top. Contents well browned
as usual. $500.00
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English boxed set of 12 Hallmark
Churchill paintings cards
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Lord Randolph Churchill in Bayntun
binding

. . This is a set of 12 Christmas with 2 each of 6 different
Churchill paintings. The box and cards state that all
profits will go to Churchill College. Do not confuse this
with the more common set sold in USA. Clean unused set
in bright undamaged box $120.00

Churchill, Winston S. . Macmillan, London, 1906, 1st
edition in 2 volumes.. Churchill’s first biographic work, a
well received study of his father. . 564 and 531 pages,
index, total of 18 illustrations, some in colour. This set
bound in half red morocco over red cloth sides, top edges
gilt, gilt titles on 2 green panels, 5 raised bands, marbled
endpapers. This is an older binding and the spines are
slightly sunned, the leather shows some wear at spine ends.
$400.00
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1974 centenary Dinner Stretford
programme

Mounted felix Topolski Print.

. . This is a very elaborate souvenir programme from a
Centenary dinner held 29th November, 1974 in Stretford
(Manchester) 28 pages, A4 size, on coated paper with
glossy card covers. Dozens of photos and lost of historical
information. $35.00

Churchill, Winston S.. . A colour lithograph of the
drawing of Churchill by Feliks Topolski. This was
Penguin Print No. 1, and is highly sought by Penguin
Book collectors, who normally buy every one of these I get.
It was printed on cheap wartime paper and does not hold up
well. This copy was framed most of its and so protected.
Supplied mounted but not framed. Mount size is 14 x 19
inches. $150.00
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1962 Hallmark Churchill calendar

Large wartime print of OUR SKIPPER

. . Here is the Hallmark cards Calendar for 1962 with a
different Churchill painting on each monthly page. The
cover painting is also reproduced in color on the mailing
envelope which is included. $48.00

Churchill, Winston S.. . This print sold by Photochrom
Ltd. I have had their smaller print in the past, but this is
the first one in this big size. Overall 14 x 18 ins, image
area is 11x 14 ins. This is a high quality gravure, not a half
tone. Laid down on backing board, perfectly preserved over
the years in a frame which I just removed. $130.00

64

69

The War Speeches of the Rt. Hon.
Winston S. Churchill, 3 volumes

Display of all Churchill's campaign
ribbons

Churchill, Winston S.. Houghton Mifflin, Boston, 1953.
This collected edition of Churchill’s war speeches has
much to recommend it. There are five additional speeches
lacking from the wartime volumes, and there is now an
index, a most helpful addition. the production standard is
far higher. This American edition was produced from 500
sets of English sets sent over. With such an incredibly
small issue, and most sets sold to Libraries, thus has
become a minor modern rarity. Less attractive than the
English, they are bound in black spines over red cloth
sides with gilt stamping on the spines only. A fine fresh
set with bright gilt on the spines. Most sets I see are very
dull, these are clear and easy to read. Books are tight and
d
df
f

. . Churchill was involved in numerous conflicts over the
years starting in Cuba in 1895 through the Second World
War. Here is a nice framed colour portrait with 5 rows of
colourful ribbons beneath. On the back of the frame is a
diagram identifying each of the awards. Overall size 13 x
17 inches. Someone put a lot of work into this display.
$100.00

Churchill, Winston S.. Harrap, London, 1938, 1st
edition. An attractive binding by Harrap in dark blue
cloth, gilt titles on spine, slightly larger than other
Churchill titles of this era at 6 x 9 inches, top edges stained
blue. Only one printing of 5000 copies, no reprints other
than US edition. 466 pages, frontis portrait. An important
collection of Churchill’s speeches during the period
1928-1938 which warn all too clearly of the coming war.
The final paragraph of the last speech sums it up “Now the
victors are the vanquished...”. Unfortunately there are no
modern reprints, so firsts are in constant demand. A first
edition in worn dustwrapper. Book is crisp unworn, bright
unfaded spine, some faint condensation marks on front
d
d k d d
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. . Here is a very special copy of the LIFE magazine
publication of THEIR FINEST HOUR. It is a large
hardbound book 11 x 13 inches, with the relevant pages
from each issue bound with dividing card between each
issue. The cover is grey cloth with the usual LIFE decor in
red leather stamped in silver. $140.00
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Arms and the Covenant

70
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Churchill's copy of memoirs vol2 in Life
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76

Large anti Churchill FDR poster

. . This charming book has been published by The Political
Cartoon Gallery in London. It is A4 size, bound in
laminated hard covers. There are 96 pages, printed on high
quality paper. The front cover features the famous 1954
colour cartoon by David Low showing a horde of younger
Churchills toasting the old man on his 80th birthday (
contact me if you would like a copy of the original issue)
The text is based on an exhibition at The Political Cartoon
Gallery in London, which I can highly recommend to
anyone visiting London. The book is not available in
normal shops, but is being retailed by Sotheran's and
Blackwells at £25.00 (about $50.00) plus of course, shipping
from England. $35.00

. . This poster was printed in Paris. Its theme is that FDR
and WSC are really aiming to take over the French
colonies in North Africa, and are fighting over them. Size
is 46.5 x 31 inches. The poster is well worn and has been
laid down on a linen backing for preservation. Large
posters such as this are seldom seen. $600.00

72
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Low centerspread in 1954 magazine

Large photo of WSC, Clemmie, and
Sarah in wedding dress.

. . The 2 page center spread of the full colour cartoon by
David Low of an 80 year old Winston being toasted by a
roomful of assorted younger Winstons. The caption reads:
To Winston with affectionate birthday greetings from his
old castigator - LOW. This is the original from the centre
spread of Illustrated from Nov. 1954. This image was
reproduced by ICS, but only the originals include real
staple holes- something many of you will remember from
your early days of examining Playboy. Image is 20 x 13.5
ins. Contained in complete issue. $60.00

. . Here is a large black and white photograph, about 15 x
11.5 inches, showing Mr. & Mrs Churchill seated and
Sarah standing in a wedding dress. I have no details on
date or place. $250.00
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Cartoon of Churchill with back to the wall.

Set of all 3 Companions to Vol. V of
Biography

. . This charming drawing by well known cartoonist Leslie
Illingworth shows Churchill dressed as John Bull, holding
rifle with back to wall, but coming over the top of the wall
is an assortment of Commonwealth soldiers. Just over 8 x
10 inches on light card stock. No data on origin. $15.00

Gilbert, Martin. London, Heinemann, 1979-83. Here are
the volumes you are all seeking to complete your set of the
Official Biography. All are English firsts, unread, bright,
with dustwrappers. $3200.00
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Cartoons by Strube

Balkan air drop leaflet

Churchill, Winston S.. Daily Express, 1947. Sidney
Strube was one of Britain's best loved cartoonists, drawing
for The Daily Express, which back then was a broadsheet.
This is the first postwar book of his cartoons, being 160
pages, a full page drawing on each page. Churchill and
other politicians feature in many of these 1945-47 cartoons.
The front cover is in colour with WSC and Attlee as
flower sellers next to Eros. 10 x 8 ins. $40.00

. . This single page single side leaflet seems to be about
Churchill and Marshall Tito. I cannot be certain which
language. 8 x 11 inches, browned and worn. $20.00
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Large mounted poster THE
PORTRAIT by Vicky

Churchill, Winston S.. . This poster was published by
The New Statesman, probably in the 1950's. This consists
of 7 drawings by famed cartoonist Vicky (pen name for
Victor Weisz 1913-1966). The drawings are based on old
masters and the caption reads with apologies to Holbein,
Rembrandt, Modigliani, Toulouse-Lautrec, Van Gogh,
Millais, Picasso. Just over 13 x 17 inches, laid down on
mounting board. Inscribed at the bottom by unidentified
individual. $95.00

Speech by the First Lord of the Admiralty
on Navy Estimates March 18th, 1912

Churchill, Winston S.. HMSO, 1912. Here is a very old,
very scarce speech pamphlet from 1912. Woods notes a
Liberal Pubs version, but makes no mention of this from
HMSO. I have no record of any dealer ever offering this
pamphlet. 16 pages, 6.5 x 9.5 inches in paper wraps. This
copy soiled and edgeworn $1200.00

8
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Churchill aricle in October 1916 London
magazine.
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Let The Brave Speak.

. . Here is scarce issue of LONDON Magazine, which
features the first of 6 articles by Churchill on The War on
Land and Sea. Stunning cover artwork of Churchill in
admiralty uniform. Note I have other issues from this
series $200.00

. . A small wartime book of 32 pages published by a
religious society with “Trenchant utterances...” by
Churchill, Monty, etc. Attempts to show that Churchill is
their kind of religious man. Includes a few quotes, so
maybe is a Db, but is interesting and unusual anyway. VG
in dw. In these modern times, what we need from our
leaders is more trenchant utterances. $12.00
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America Goes to War in original shipping
box.

programme from WINNIE in
Manchester

. Chicago, Columbia Educatinal Books, 1941. This 128
page hardcover book was rushed into print after Pearl
Harbor. It has lots of pictures and publishes various
speeches and declarations. It includes Churchill's 8 Dec. 41
speech in the Commons. Not a scarce book, this copy of
special interest as it comes in its original printed cardboard
shipping container as shown. $25.00

. . Here is a full 24 page programme from the musical
WINNIE, which was performed in the 1980's, starring
Robert Hardy. I saw it at the Victoria Palace, but this
programme is from its run in Manchester. Includes a
review in the Telegraph by Bill Deedes. $15.00

83
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Shell Great Britons Collection Album

The Paragon Plate

. . This album is an elaborate folder 7.5 x 12.5 ins that
opens out to 28 inches wide. It holds 20 postcard size cards
which presumably could be at obtained at Shell garages.
Traditionalists will be pleased to note that Mick Jagger and
Princess Di are not included in the 20 Greatest Britons.
$25.00

. . A Commemorative Plate produced by Paragon China
Ltd. in 1974. 10 inch diameter, gold edged, Churchill
arms in centre, matches the Paragon cigar casket. See
Carmichael #56. No. 556/1000. $150.00

84
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Nellie, The History of Churchill's
Lincoln-built Trenching Machine.

Some Chicken..._

Turner, John T.. Soc. for Lincolnshire History, 1988.
This obscure book tells in detail the making of a working
prototype at Churchill's instigation of a huge engine driven
trench digger. It was actually able to cut a trench in tests.
A4 size, 82 pages, card covers. $20.00

. . .a wartime pamphlet of mostly poetry by David Sinclair.
24 pages plus card covers 4 x 6 inches. Topics include
Courage, Bomber Command, and one on Churchill called
Our Finest Hour. Portrait of Churchill on cover and
several quotes from speeches. Some stains on front cover.
$12.00

85
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They Came to My Studio

VIVIENNE (Florence Entwistle). London, Hall
Publications, 1956, 1st edition. . This autobiographical
book consists mainly of photographs of famous people who
were photographed by the famous Vivienne of London. It
has 6 full pages on Churchill and Family. Book is clean
and unworn, free endpaper has clipped corner. Dustwrapper
is unclipped, some wear and cracks. $24.00

9

1956 Churchill Quotation calendar

. . This calendar has a backing of green card, 6 x 10.5
inches, with a photo of Sir Winston & lady Churchill in
full formal dress at No. 10, probably from the evening he
hosted the Queen. The calendar pad is intact with a week
on each page along with a Churchill quote from speeches
and books. Clean unused condition. $80.00
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large 1952 Churchill photo Calendar.
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Scottish Leader Poster

. . This calendar consists of a pad 6.5 x 4 inches containing
a month per page, suspended by two ribbons from a large
9.5 x 13 inch photo of Churchill on heavy card stock with
a hanging loop at the top. never used, has a single crease
on the front cover of the calendar pad. $90.00

. . This is a prototype copy of n advertising poster for
Scottish Leader Scotch Whiskey. It has a classic stern
photo of Churchill with long orange hair and a Tam
o'shanter hat. This was a limited edition of 10 copies, here
is no. 4. 12 x 16 ins. Good fun $40.00
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Original Vanity Fair print of Churchill by
SPY

Bookends made from bombed House of
Commons

. . This much sought chromolithograph print from Vanity
Fair of 105 years ago shows an image of a young Churchill
with hands on hips. The artist was “SPY”. Image size 8.5
x 13.5 inches, mounted and framed in 16 x 2 inch wood
frame. The original explanatory text is on the back of the
frame along with an old certificate of authenticity. This is
the real thing. $750.00

. . After the bombing of the House of Commons in 1941,
there were a series of items made from the blasted stone, the
best known probably bookends such as these. Each is 6
inches high, with a cast lead emblem, and the pair weighs 9
pounds. Both have cracked at some point, and they pieces
glued on. It all fits with the theme of ruble from a bombed
building. See Hall p. 24. $225.00
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Press photo Churchill reviewing notes
15/3/46

Recipes from No. 10

. . here is a press type photo 10 x 8 inches. caption reads
Winston Churchill, March 15, 1946, prepares to respond
to critics at a Grand Ballroom dinner in his honor. This
event was hosted by the Mayor of New York at The
Waldorf Astoria. $20.00

Landemare, Georgina. London, Collins, 1958. This book
is just what you would expect, a recipe book by an expert
who worked fro the Churchill’s from the 1920’s until 1954.
Foreword by Lady Churchill. Although nothing to do
with Winston, there is a huge demand for this obscure
title, with some amazing prices seen on ebay. 191 pages,
index. Here is an especially fresh copy with a bright
unworn dustwrapper. $50.00
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Wartime Air drop leaflet in German

set of Scarce canadian WW1 Cigarette
cards with Maj. Churchill.

. . Single sheet printed on both sides, 5.5 x 8.25 ins. paper
browned, minor wear. text in German, refers to Churchill
speech of 22 June 1941. $30.00

. . Here is a Churchill cigarette I had never seen before as I
usually look in England this set was issued by Imperial
Tobacco Co. of Canada. The set is called Military Portraits
and includes lots of Generals and Admirals, and one lowly
Major- Churchill, who is on card no. 6. Please note that
this is the complete set of 25, not just the Churchill card.
$50.00
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Coalport Centenary Goblet

. . This limited edition bone china ceramic lavishly
decorated with heraldic designs, planes, etc. in olive, violet,
and gold. 4 inches dia, 5 inch tall. This is no. 513 of 1000.
See Hall no. 46 on p. 152 $200.00

10

Vivienne photo framed with signature

. . Here is the well know studio portrait by Vivienne,
mounted and framed with a Churchill signature. The
signature is a bit faded, a good sign of a genuine fountain
pen ink signature. Overall size 7.5 x 10 ins $1200.00
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All The Answers for the Election (1950)
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Amid These Storms

. Conservative Research Dept., 1950. This 200 page paper
back was intended as a guide for Conservative election
workers to answer any question about the party position or
response. It includes numerous quotes from Churchill
beginning with a full page quote on the verso of the title
page. VG copy, no spots or names, binding firm. $28.00

Churchill, Winston S.. Salem NH, Ayer, 1984. This
elusive modern reprint was sold primarily to the library
market, so missing from most collections. Bound in
medium blue with white titles on spine. See Langworth p.
161. This copy is new, still in shrinkwrap from the
publisher $90.00
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Churchill on the cover of THE SKETCH
26 May 1915

The Story of the Malakand Field Force

. . Here is a complete 27 page issue of THE SKETCH
with a charming photo of Churchill strutting in topper and
cane. the caption reads Are We Downhearted? No! This
refers to rumors about conflict between Churchill and
Adm. Fisher. 9.5 x 14 inches, disbound, so edge has
stitching marks. $20.00

Churchill, Winston S.. Thos. Nelson & Son, London,
1916. A cheap edition produced during the first World
War. A small book, 4 x 6.25 inches, bound in medium
blue cloth, with small type, but retaining 6 maps, now all
monochrome. Part of the Nelson Shilling Library of cheap
books for the wartime market. This copy very special as it
retains its tattered original dustwrapper. The book has
condensation stains on the covers and the jacket has
chunks missing as shown. This is the 2nd copy I have had
and the third I have ever heard about. I have nevers een in
a copy in any other dealer's catalogue. $1500.00
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The Reminiscences of Lady Randolph
Churchill

While England Slept

Cornwallis-West, Mrs. George. London, Arnold, 1908,
1st edition. . .This book of memoirs from Churchill's
mother has lots of first hand information found nowhere
else. 372 pages, index, appendices. Fortunatley not scarce.
This copy especially clean and bright, has a small crack at
head of spine. $15.00

Churchill, Winston S. . New York, Books for Libraries
1971. This modern reprint in purple leatherette was never
sold to the general public, and so has become a modern
rarity. An offprint of the Putnam 1938 edition This copy
in fine as new condition, as issued without dustjacket
$150.00

104
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Churchill intro to The Churchill Appeal

Cigarette card- Drapkin Celebrities of the
Great War 1915

. .University of Bristol, 1946. A typical university fund
raiser, 24 pp, in brown paper covers titled in gold.
Includes a facsimile letter from Churchill, Chancellor of
the University, dated 3 Aug 62 commending the appeal.
This is certainly the first publication of this letter, so this
should certainly be a B item. Not mentioned in Woods,
Last time I had one of these was 8 years ago. Clean, some
wrinkls on overhaging edges. $120.00

Churchill, Winston S.. . Here is a scarce photographic
card from the First World war issued by Major Drapkin &
Co. Ltd. The bio on the back states that Churchill has
been at the Admiralty since 1911 $40.00
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Quest and Conquest

Churchill, Winston S.. . An Anthology of Personal
Adventures. not in Woods. Highlighted on colourful blue
and yellow dw is The Armoured Train by Sir Winston
Churchill, nd probably 50's. Fine bright copy iin lightly
edge worn unclipped dustwrapper. $15.00

A&BC Gum card set of 55 in album

. . Here is a full set of these 55 Churchill trading cards, all
contained 6 per page in a makers display album. Previous
owner has filled in the name of the set on the front cover.
$60.00
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